One-step electroless growth of nano-fibrous platinum catalyst from “paint-on” PtCl$_6^{2-}$ solution in poly-(ethylene-glycol)
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Highlights

- A convenient one-step synthesis of nano-platinum is suggested based on PEG solution thermolysis
- Stable nano-fibrous platinum on ITO is formed and characterised in 0.5 M H₂SO₄
- Effective methanol oxidation electrocatalysis is demonstrated with catalyst activity comparable to other nano-platinum materials

Abstract

The electrochemically reducing nature of the poly-(ethylene-glycol) solvent (PEG200) is exploited in a one-step electroless deposition of nano-fibrous platinum electrocatalyst. K₂PtCl₆ is dissolved in poly-(ethylene-glycol) and applied to a substrate (here tin-doped indium oxide, ITO). The deposition process is conducted by rapid heating in a furnace in air. Upon ramping the temperature up (with 10 °C per minute to 500 °C) a complex sequence of nucleation and growth reactions leads via (i) formation of nano-fibrous platinum and (ii) complete removal of all organic components directly to an electrochemically highly active platinum deposit. When characterised in aqueous 0.5 M H₂SO₄, typical poly-crystal Pt surface oxidation and hydrogen adsorption features were observed. Electrocatalysis is demonstrated for methanol oxidation, for which the rate of catalysis per electrochemically active area is increased compared to that for a conventional polycrystalline platinum macro-disc.
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1. Introduction

Platinum is a widely used catalyst in particular in applications in electrochemical fuel cells [1], solar cells [2], and in water electrolysis systems [3]. The formation of nano-platinum catalysts is well-documented [4] and the tuning of platinum nano-crystal shape [5] and reactivity [6,7] are possible with control over nucleation and growth conditions. For example, in electro-deposition procedures the presence of sulphuric acid has been reported to lead to nano-flower-like deposits with good electrocatalytic activity for methanol oxidation [8]. In a recent study the formation of platinum nano-wire arrays on graphene was reported for a high performance electrocatalysis application [9]. Most commercial nano-platinum electrocatalyst applications are based on carbon substrates.

The role of the substrate in platinum catalysed electrochemical reactions has been thoroughly reviewed [10]. Tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) with platinum electrocatalyst has been employed previously, especially for solar fuel cells [11] or for transparent catalytic electrodes [12]. Liang et al. [13] reported ion-implantation methods for making Pt nano-grains of 8 nm average radius on ITO. The pulsed electrodeposition of platinum nanoparticles on ITO has been reported by Liu et al. [14]. This study demonstrated the importance of the electrochemically active catalyst area as compared to the apparent size of the nano-platinum deposits. Generally, platinum on ITO has been reported to exhibit a similar activity towards methanol oxidation when compared to bulk platinum [15]. Tin alloyed into platinum has been shown to promote methanol oxidation catalysis [16].
In order to avoid complex procedures for the formation of nano-platinum catalysts, one-step deposition processes are desirable, in particular processes which avoid the need for inert atmosphere and complex separation and cleaning steps. Based on the well-known properties of poly-ethylene-glycol (PEG) as a universal (benign, non-volatile) solvent system [17] with reducing chemical nature [18], we investigated novel approaches for the formation of nano-platinum catalysts directly by thermolysis of precursors in PEG.

PEG and PEG-derivatives are commonly employed as additives, templates, and/or reducing agents, for example in hydrothermal “poly-ol” syntheses [19]. The shape-controlled formation of platinum nanocrystals [20] has been identified as an important field of electrocatalyst optimisation and PEG additives affect platinum nano-particle formation, for example in microemulsion environments [21].

In this report we explore the direct thermolysis of a solution of PtCl$_6^{2-}$ in a low molecular weight poly-ethylene-glycol (PEG200) in a one-step electroless deposition process to form nano-fibrous platinum.

2. Experimental

2.1 Reagents

Poly-(ethylene-glycol) (Sigma-Aldrich, average molecular weight = 200 g mol$^{-1}$) was used as the solvent for nanoparticle preparation. Potassium hexachloroplatinate(IV) (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99 % metal basis) was used as the precursor for Pt deposits with an indium-tin-oxide (ITO)
glass substrate (Image Optics, Basildon, 15 Ohm per square). Sulphuric acid (H$_2$SO$_4$) (BDH, 98 %) and methanol (MeOH) (Fisher Scientific, HPLC Grade), were used as analytes to investigate the structure and catalytic activity of the Pt deposits, respectively.

2.2 Instrumentation

Heating was performed using a TSH12 furnace (Elite Thermal Systems Ltd.). Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images were taken using a JEOL FESEM6301F microscope. All electrochemical measurements were performed using an Autolab PGSTAT12 potentiostat (Autolab, Utrecht, NL) and in a three-electrode conical glass cell with platinum wire counter electrode and KCl-saturated calomel electrode (SCE) at room temperature (20 +/- 2 °C). The GPES software package (version 4.9005, Autolab, Utrecht, NL) was employed for data acquisition with a potential step parameter not higher than 1 mV.

2.3 Preparation of nanofibrous platinum deposits

A solution of either 5 mM, 10 mM, or 20 mM potassium hexachloroplatinate(IV) (K$_2$PtCl$_6$) were prepared by stirring in PEG200. A volume of 20 μL of the resulting solution was placed on the ITO glass substrate and distributed over an area of ca. 1 cm$^2$. The sample temperature was ramped up (10 °C per minute) to 500 °C and then maintained for 30 minutes. The samples were then gradually cooled to room temperature and rinsed with deionised water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm) to remove any remaining soluble inorganics. The structure of the platinum deposits was observed using FESEM imaging and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was used for elemental analysis. The crystallinity and the electrochemically active surface area (ESA) of the Pt deposits were determined using cyclic voltammetry in aqueous 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ solution.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electroless formation of nano-fibrous platinum from PEG solution

The thermolysis of K$_2$PtCl$_6$ solutions in PEG200 yielded platinum deposits on ITO-coated glass substrates. Figure 1A and 1B show FESEM images for the nanofibrous platinum (appearing as micron-sized aggregates of smaller nano-scale fibres) formed from 10 mM PtCl$_6^{2-}$ solution. EDX analysis (not shown) of the deposit confirmed that the fibrous deposit was composed of Pt metal without any significant traces of K or Cl residues from the precursor.
Figure 1. FE-SEM images of Pt deposits from thermolysis of 10 mM K₂PtCl₆/PEG200 solution at (A) 5,000 × and (B) 20,000 × magnification. (C) Schematic drawing of the thermolysis process.

The surface coverage appeared to increase with PtCl₆²⁻ concentration with the characteristic nanofibrous appearance remaining. PEG is a mild reducing agent, which reduces the Pt(IV) in
a multi-step process to Pt metal with an increasing rate as the temperature is elevated. The high
temperatures also cause the polymer solvent to evaporate (boiling point ca. 250 °C [22]) and
hence prevent further reactions from occurring. A schematic drawing summarising this
complex multi-step mechanism is shown in Figure 1C.

3.2. Voltammetric characterisation of nano-fibrous platinum in H₂SO₄

The nano-Pt deposits on ITO were investigated by cyclic voltammetry in aqueous 0.5 M H₂SO₄
in order to determine the electrochemically active area of the electrodes (see Figure 2A). The
two peaks at -0.09 V and -0.17 V vs. SCE correspond to weak and strong H adsorption (Hₐds)
on the Pt surface consistent with poly-crystalline bulk platinum (see Figure 2B). Repeated
cycling at anodic potentials (up to +1.3 V vs. SCE) allowed to clean and activate the Pt surface.
Consequently, the Hₐds peaks became more clearly resolved. The hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) occurs at potentials more negative than -0.21 V vs. SCE.
The oxidation of the platinum surface and back reduction to platinum metal occur centred around 0.7 V vs. SCE with a further anodic process at 1.2 V vs. SCE indicative of the electrolyte oxidation. A peak response at 0.3 V vs. SCE (indicated by *) is observed in addition to the conventional platinum processes and this must be attributed to an interaction with the underlying ITO substrate. The same peak response has been reported by Liu et al. [14]. Perhaps interestingly, this peak response is observed only after the potential has been swept into hydrogen evolution potential range and therefore could be linked to the ITO substrate being reduced.
The electrochemically active surface area (ESA) of the Pt deposits can be calculated using either the H adsorption [23,24] or carbon monoxide oxidation [25], or (with less precision) the PtO₅/PtOH desorption [26] region of the cyclic voltammogram assuming full coverage of adsorbate on the surface and 1:1 linkages between adsorbate and adsorbent. Here both the PtO₅/PtOH desorption peak ($Q_O$) and the H$_{ads}$ region ($Q_H$) were employed but only the more reliable $Q_H$ value was used to calculate the ESA (see deviations in $Q_O/Q_H$ in Table 1). The charge density used was 210 µC cm$^{-2}$ [20] and data are summarised in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Summary of the electrochemical data (obtained in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ or in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$/0.5 M MeOH) and surface area (ESA, from H$_{ads}$ region assuming 210 µC cm$^{-2}$ [20]) and methanol oxidation catalysis data (see text) for nanofibrous Pt deposits on ITO with different catalyst loadings compared to a conventional 2 mm diameter Pt disc electrode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$Q_H$: Charge under H$_{ads}$ region / mC</th>
<th>$Q_O$: Charge under (PtO$<em>5$/PtOH)$</em>{des}$ / mC</th>
<th>$Q_O/Q_H$</th>
<th>Electrochemically active surface area (ESA) / cm$^2$</th>
<th>Current density $i_p$ for MeOH oxidation / µA / cm$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 mm diameter Pt disc</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1 (5 mM PtCl$_6^{2-}$)</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2 (10 mM PtCl$_6^{2-}$)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>79.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3 (20 mM PtCl$_6^{2-}$)</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The area estimate suggests a roughness factor of ca. 8 for the 2 mm diameter platinum disc electrode and a substantially higher roughness for the nano-fibrous samples. The general trend in ESA increase with PtCl$_6^{2-}$ concentration suggests that the amount of platinum on the ITO
surface increases with precursor concentration (given a similar feature size for nano-fibrous deposits). Perhaps interestingly, the $Q_{O}/Q_{H}$ ratio seems to be lower for the nano-fibrous material, which could be linked to curvature or disorder effects [27], or perhaps more likely to substrate effects such as slower growth of the oxide film on ITO (see Figure 2B compared to Figure 2A). For further interpretation of these data a more extended/systematic data set would be required.

3.3. Voltammetric characterisation of nano-fibrous platinum in the catalytic oxidation of methanol

The catalytic electro-oxidation of MeOH on a Pt electrode has been studied extensively on poly-crystalline and on single crystal platinum [28] and is highly relevant for advances in direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) [29]. In this study, MeOH was used as the analyte to determine and compare the catalytic activity of the Pt nano-structures. Voltammetric investigation of the oxidation of a 0.5 M MeOH solution in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte showed a characteristic peak current on the positive-going scan at 0.6 V vs. SCE (see Figure 3A), which was independent of the scan rate (with appropriate background subtraction). This is a tell-tale sign for this process to be kinetically controlled (catalytic) rather than diffusion limited. The negative-going scan also showed a MeOH oxidation peak with onset at the PtO$_x$/PtOH desorption region potential. The removal of oxide from the Pt surface leaves behind a clean and highly catalytic Pt region, which rapidly converts MeOH into products. Both anodic oxidation peaks for methanol oxidation increase with methanol concentration (see Figure 3B) with plateauing at concentrations higher than 1 M.
Figure 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 5, 10, 20, 50 mV s\(^{-1}\)) for the oxidation of 0.5 M MeOH in 0.5 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) at various scan rates using sample 3 as the working electrode. (B) Plot of the methanol oxidation peak current versus methanol concentration.

The peak current density \(i_p\) for the MeOH oxidation process (for the positive-going potential scan) at a given scan rate can be used as a measure of the catalytic activity of the Pt nano-structures and is calculated here using equation 1.

\[
i_p = \frac{i_p}{ESA}
\]  

(1)

Voltammetric data for different types of platinum electrodes in the presence and in the absence of 0.5 M methanol are shown in Figure 4. A polished 2 mm diameter Pt disc electrode was used
for comparison with the nano-fibrous platinum samples. It was observed that for all platinum samples a positive potential window up to 1.3 V vs. SCE is required to maintain good electrocatalytic responses.

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 5 mV s⁻¹) for platinum electrodes immersed in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ without (red) and with (blue) 0.5 M MeOH for (A) the deposit formed from 5 mM PtCl₆²⁻, (B) the deposit formed from 10 mM PtCl₆²⁻, (C) the deposit formed from 20 mM PtCl₆²⁻, and (D) a conventional 2 mm diameter platinum disc electrode. (E) Bar graph showing the current density for the electro-oxidation of MeOH (peak observed during forward scan) for the four types of electrodes (estimated error ca. +/- 30%).
The catalytic methanol oxidation response appears most pronounced in Figure 4C for the nano-fibrous platinum from 20 mM precursor solution. The sharp peak-like current observed during the negative-going potential sweep is probably caused by a combination of substrate resistance delaying the onset of the methanol oxidation and formation of highly active platinum surface (compare [30,31]). The bar-graph in Figure 4E shows a comparison of all four types of electrodes (errors estimated +/- 30 %) where there is only a minor increase in catalytic activity or current relative to ESA for nano-fibrous platinum. This is consistent with literature reports for nano-platinum on ITO [14,15]. The long term stability of the nano-fibrous platinum on ITO is limited and, for example, after performing 100 potential cycles in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ / 0.5 M methanol a clear decrease of catalytic current and some “flaking” of the catalyst from the electrode surface into the solution was observed. The type of substrate (chemical nature, roughness, adhesion layer, composition, etc.) appears to be important and will be addressed in future work to improve the long term stability.

4. Conclusion

A one-step method is reported for the synthesis of nano-fibrous platinum from a PEG200 precursor solution by thermolysis under atmospheric conditions. Upon heating the PEG solvent evaporates, whilst simultaneously promoting the reductive deposition of metallic platinum onto ITO. The nano-fibrous deposits form a network of platinum on the surface with a high surface area. The electrocatalytic reactivity towards methanol oxidation normalised to active platinum surface area was only slightly increased when compared to bulk polycrystalline platinum. This suggests that also for other applications e.g. ethanol oxidation [32] similar performance to literature catalysts is likely. The catalyst deposition procedure could be further optimised for different types of substrates by altering the ramp rate, maximum heating temperature, length
of heating, or precursor solution composition. The applicability of this catalyst is most likely on carbon surfaces, e.g. in fuel cell or sensor systems. When deposited onto glass substrates, nano-fibrous platinum could be employed directly without the thin conducting oxide layer [33]. This method could also be of interest for the formation of mixed-metal catalysts.
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